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Taxation is the guarantee of the normal operation in a country. The effect of tax
revenue is determined in whether tax authorities and taxpayers can abide the tax laws
and regulations. Therefore, tax compliance has a direct impact on the cost and
efficiency of tax collection and administration, and it also relates to the realization of
the legal principle of taxation and the effective implementation of the economic and
social functions of the state administration. Since the emergence of taxation, however,
the problem of tax in-compliance never stops existing, hence seriously hindering the
realization of the economic function of taxation. In some cases, tax in-compliance
becomes the main reason for the change of the dynasties in a country. Take China for
example. Since the reform and opening up, China’s economy has witnessed rapid
development. However, moral philosophy is moving in the opposite direction,
money-first and selfish mentality spread rapidly. What’s more, business complexity,
tax evasion, and other subtle acts result in even more severe tax non-compliance
situation. Especially, traditional culture and value concepts are under unprecedented
impact in Chaoshan area, where tax compliance should be strengthened in the
prevailing human relationship an money-first atmosphere.
Based on the survey data of taxpayers in different regions by adopting SPSS analysis
software of measurement, the thesis analyzes the diverse impact of tax compliance on
Chaoshan taxpayers and non-Chaoshan taxpayers through the comparison of
correlation analysis and non parameter test method and main factors affecting tax
compliance in Chaoshan area and non Chaoshan area. Through research,we concluded
that the factors influencing the tax payment at the maximum of degrees in the
Chaoshan area is the human relations factors, low tax penalties increased tax
compliance, not taxpayers, tax compliance with different characteristics vary,
improper fiscal expenditure conclusion is the important reason of tax compliance, etc.
Thus proposed should pay attention to and use of tax compliance, limit the discretion
and to strengthen the construction of internal control mechanism and law enforcement
inspection, to strengthen tax law enforcement and penalties and other policy
recommendations.
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贾绍华对我国 2000 年的税收流失进行估算,当年我国税收流失总额为 4446.53
亿元,流失率为 26.11%[2]。贾绍华采用现金比率法和税收收入能力法对税收流失
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